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Hydroelectric dams in Patagonia:
“Minister Rodríguez is acting as if he were a corporate official, rather than a State
secretary”

Santiago, November 24, 2005- “The outbursts by the Economic and Energy Minister, Jorge Rodríguez, do not
surprise us, since he has always defended industrial projects before they are fully evaluated, as in the case of
the Alumysa project in Aysén and now in the case of the hydroelectric projects proposed for the same region”,
said Juan Pablo Orrego, ecologist of Ecosistemas. “In this sense, it has always appeared to us that the minister
were acting more as an official of a private company, in particular of the electric sector from which he came,
than as a State secretary who should work for the common good of all Chileans,” added Orrego.

“And if we are going to talk about crimes, it is evident that in recent decades, through a destructive development
model, our country’s environment and natural resources have suffered a brutal attack, with grave social,
economic, and ecological consequences for Chile and Chileans,”  added the coordinator of Ecosistemas.

As a result, Chile has lost about 70% of its forests; there are severe problems with contamination affecting
human health, as well as extremely high cancer rates in the country, a fact no one wants to talk about; and all
the rivers in the south-central zone have been affected and degraded to the point where nearly all freshwater
fish species are in danger of extinction.

For Orrego, the minister appears to be one of those engineers who cannot distinguish between a machine and
an organism or ecosystem and who “appears to not know that the air, the water, food, and quality of life are
provided by nature and not by human industries”, and that it would be a crime to continue destroying nature in
such an ignorant way.

“In Ecosistemas we have never opposed hydroelectric development in Chile, but we are opposed to the
transformation of entire river basins in engineering works which irreversibly degrade rivers, flora, fauna, and
populations which depend on river systems. Now, it is clear to us that the projects presented by Endesa for the
Baker and Pascua Rivers are absolutely inappropriate for Patagonian river basins of incalculable ecological
value, with a long-term alternative economic potential which depends on its environmental integrity,” added
Orrego.

“A fundamental aspect of the analysis, which Rodriguez does not talk about, is why projections of energy
demand upon which these mega-projects are justified are so high. For decades, developed countries have used
demand-side management of energy, meaning that all possibilities for improved energy efficiency are
prioritized, as well as the use of renewable energy sources, such as small hydroelectric dams, solar, wind, and
geothermal energy. Despite this fact, the minister continues to support policies imposed by transnationals like
Endesa, based upon mega-thermoelectric and hydroelectric plants causing severe ecological and social
impacts, and which impede the development of renewable energy sources. It is not an accident that Rodriguez
and Endesa in their presentations justifying the projects in Patagonia compare the construction of new dams
with the entrance of new mining projects to the central grid. It appears to us that mining is another of the
industrial sectors which should be very carefully re-evaluated because its social and environmental impacts are
obvious,” Orrego concluded.
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